
ESOC MAPPING 

by Clive Masson, Mapping Co-ordinator  

Not so much an article, rather a request for feedback; where we are, where the club is 

going and where society is headed in the medium term (post Covid) and in the short 

term (2021). As a club we need to do 3 main things: 

• Attract and retain members. 

• Lay on activity (training / coaching, events and socials).   

• Contribute to the sport at National and local level. 

Critical to all is access to a range of maps; either owned or co-owned or ‘borrowed’ from 

another club (https://www.esoc.org.uk/maps).  

Traditionally we have mapped areas for major events or because they are local and 

‘handy’ or opportunistically on the initiative of an enthusiast. This approach has served 

us well but if we were to start again would we do it differently? It is worth asking this 

question to focus efforts and resource in the years ahead.  

The imperatives seem to be:  

In general 

• Greener. Not thicker forests 

but events that are more 

readily accessible on public 

transport / bikes and ideally 

closer to Edinburgh 

(recognising that more 

technical terrain is likely to 

be slightly further afield). 

• Easier. Simple land access 

arrangements; single and 

agreeable landowner, limited 

rare mosses or ground 

nesting birds and logistically 

straightforward for parking 

and toilets. 

• Varied. Mix of parks, urban 

and forest up to national 

level competition areas so we 

can lay on the full range of 

events.  

https://www.esoc.org.uk/maps


Specifically 

• Training / local (forest or park). In the city or close to it. A wide spectrum of TD 

terrain to suit novices and experts.  Need to be large enough to facilitate at least 

one km of running.  

• Urban maps. Normally easy access with public transport and parking. Ideally 

‘safe’ urban for children and novices but also high-profile areas; these are 

generally mutually exclusive. 

• Classic. Medium (SoSOL) and major (SOL) type maps of forests and moorland 

 

Other factors 

• Spec. The club pays, the club chooses. Need to be clear to mappers about the 

number / type of control features we need to the map. Final sign off before 

payment or balance of payment. 

• Printing. Some clubs own their own laser printer for short notice event. Costly, 

logistically challenging but might be worth considering if we have a ‘printer-

master’! 

• Paper size. A4 is the winner for easy ‘home printing’ for local events or 

economical professional printing. 

• Ownership and version control. Always a challenge. 

 

So, the questions 

Do we need more areas or develop the many that we have? Do we have the right mix 

and in the right places for the future? If not, what’s the gap? I’d love to hear your views 

at mapping@esoc.org.uk. 

Clive Masson, ESOC Mapping Co-ordinator 


